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Mar 09, 1968

Yes

Меня зовут Лия. Я гражданка Японии. Имею высшее

экономическое и медицинское образования.

Предлагаю отдых в Японии от эконом до VIP туристов.

Составление экскурсий от индивидуальных до групповых,

что позволит от путешествия получить максимум

удовольствия.

Если с вами дети, не определились с гостиницей и

перелётом, не беда!.. Положитесь в надёжные руки и все

проблемы по организации вашего путешествия будут

решены. А Вы сэкономите время, средства и получите

максимум положительных эмоций!

Я и моя группа Japan Universe AISO Travel Group

ежемесячно обновляем маршруты и растём географически

по всем регионам и островам Японии. Во всех портовых

городах в том числе, проводим экскурсии. А также

принимаем туристов с экскурсионным маршрутом до двух

недель с переездами по всем городам. Все туры авторские с

учётом пола, возраста, интересов, бюджета и тд.

+81 (805) 025-9205

+81 (805) 025-9205

+81 (805) 025-9205

Liy@MUR

http://nipponvisit.blogspot.com/

Japan

Tokyo
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Listing details

Common

DESCRIPTION: Does your cruise ship stop at the port of Shimizu (Japan)?

Shimidzu, Mt. Fuji 5th Station

The port of Shimizu stretches for many kilometers along the coastline of the

Pacific Ocean. The resort of Shizuoka is about 150 kilometers southwest of

Tokyo and is famous for its hot springs, beautiful coastlines, beaches, mild

climate and stunning views of Fuji-san (san is a volcano, not a mountain, but is

often called a mountain).

The view of Mount Fuji soaring above the surrounding area belies the fact that

Shimizu is not only a scenic area, but also a culturally significant one. In

addition to Fuji, registered as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2013, the area

also overlooks Miho-ne-Matsubara, a pine grove that is part of the World

Heritage Site. These assets combine with the area's temperate climate to mark

the port as one of Japan's top attractions.

Shimizu's rich cultural heritage is rooted in the surrounding area of the

Shizuoka region, as the home of Tokugawa Ieyasu, founder of the Edo

Shogunate after his resignation from government. A collection of historical

buildings in the surrounding area, such as Kunozan Toshogu Shrine

(designated a National Treasure by the Japanese government), Sumpu Castle

Park, and Shizuoka Sengen Shrine, paint a fascinating portrait of the life and

achievements of this important historical figure.

Mt. Fuji Subaru Line 5th Station

One of the first associations with Japan is Fuji-san. Any tourist expects to see

the famous Fuji volcano. But no... Meeting Fuji is a great success! Fuji-san has

a habit of hiding from prying eyes with clouds even on a sunny summer day.

Coming to Japan and not seeing Fuji is the same as coming to Moscow and not

seeing the Kremlin.

At 2500 meters above sea level, the last place to get a breathtaking view of the

summit. This is also the last place where you can safely enjoy your stay on the

slopes of Fuji-san.
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Climbing Fuji-san is only for one and a half to two months a year

(July-August), brave souls begin their climb from the 5th station of Fuji-san.

We will make the ascent (by car) with a visit to the 5th station. The transport

road ends at the fifth station, which since ancient times has been called the

“border between heaven and earth” or “the beginning of heaven and earth.”

This may be due to the extraordinary moon-like landscape.

This site is the oldest of the 3 separate volcanoes that make up what is now

Mount Fuji.

All of Japan is two kilometers lower and is dying from the stuffiness, and at the

5th station the steam from your mouth is swirling and swirling... You'll have to

quickly put on sweatshirts/windbreakers/down jackets.

At the fifth station, tourists usually spend 30 - 60 minutes admiring nature in

the forest border.

In clear weather there are breathtaking views of the mountain and the five lakes

of Fuji. It is also home to the Komitake Shinto Shrine, where the deity of

Mount Fuji is worshiped. It is from this place that the ascent to Fuji-san, 3,776

meters high, begins. The highest and most sacred mountain in Japan. Mount

Fuji is best admired from afar, but seeing it up close on clear days and the

experience of climbing during the morning hours among other travelers from

all over the world is sure to bring only positive emotions.

Finish off with a refreshing soak in the mineral-rich natural hot spring at the

top of Mount Miho, overlooking Mount Fuji, with indoor and outdoor baths.

The thermal spring is useful for: arthritis, back pain, neuralgia, bruises, sprains,

restoration of fatigue, weak flabby and dry skin, etc. Here we invite you for

lunch/dinner (kaiseki ryori) with fresh seasonal seafood caught from Suruga

Bay .

 

For those who have more time, you can continue the tour or start over…

Lake Kawaguchiko Lake Kawaguchiko is the largest among the five lakes of

Fuji.

Panoramic Kachi Ropeway Characters from the famous Japanese fairy tale

Kachi kachi yama await guests. With the Kachi Kachi Ropeway, you can enjoy

a bird's-eye view of Fuji-san and Lake Kawaguchi during a 3-minute cable car

ride. The height of Mount Tenjo is 1075 meters above sea level. At the

observation deck and/or at the Tanuki tea house you can try signature
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dumplings and coffee. And also ring the bell “Tenjo no Kane”, which brings

good health and mature love to loving people.

Nenba Saiko - A unique Iyashi no sato folk village with the atmosphere of old

Japan. This is a real village that was destroyed by a landslide. This

an open-air museum with 21 houses that have preserved the original

appearance of medieval Japan. The roofs are made of wood and covered with

rice solo

Posted: Jan 22, 2020

Location

Country: Japan

Region: Shizuoka

CITY: Shizuoka

Departure city: Shimizu

Excursion type: Thematic tour

BOOKING:

PRIVATE GROUP PRICE

Private 1-3 per.: $ 850

Private 4-6 pers.: $ 1,150

Private 7-10 pers.: $ 1,350

calendar

Important

WHAT IS INCLUDED:: Составление программы,учитывая Ваши интересы; проезд гида поездом

туда-обратно из Токио; услуги гид/сопровождение, заказной транспорт

(транспорт учитывается от состава группы), платные дороги, горючее,

парковки.

NOT INCLUDED:: Питание, объекты с платным входом (если будут), расходы личного

характера (не указанные расходы).

Additional

Cancellation and return

policy:

Строгая политика отмены заказного транспорта.
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